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Would you like some more? Advanced embed details, examples, and help! The classic visual guide to the foundations of building construction, now with a 3D digital construction model for interactive learning For more than three decades, Building Construction Illustrated offers an outstanding representation of the principles of building construction. This new
edition of the revered classic remains as relevant as ever, providing the latest information in the signature style of Francis D.K. Ching. The rich and comprehensive approach of the building clearly presents all the main concepts that underpin construction. The new ones in this edition are the digital improvements that are available as an online companion of
the print edition and are also embedded in electronic editions. Features include a 3D model showing how building components are merged into one final project. warm with clear and accurate drawings that present the state of the art in construction processes and materials Updated and revised to include the latest knowledge of sustainability, inclusion of
building systems, and use of new materials Contains archetypal drawings that offer clear inspiration for designers and compilers Reflects 2012 International Building Codes and 2012 LEED System This new edition of Construction Illustrated remains so relevant , as it once was, with state-of-the-art knowledge presented in a rich and comprehensive way that
did not disappoint. Start a review of Building Construction Illustrated This book lives on my desk at work. It's definitely written for architects (or I'd say illustrated there are a few words). He couldn't have survived without him. Every Ching book is a book worth it. Mandatory addition to the library of any serious builder Requires addition to the library of any
serious builder ... More Mandatory reading when studying architecture and still a valuable resource for anyone who has their hands in the design of buildings. Can you get through Architecture School without Ching? The pictures are nice. Very informative. End of story. I read it from cover to cover. The magic must be in the drawings, because the prose is
excruciatingly dry. There is no coverage of these small balconies and small patios that are found in many West Coast buildings, as well as everything about welding symbols. It's not a standalone book if you don't know anything about construction, as I had to make sure I read ahead at Allen & Iano to fully understand what Ching was saying. The place where
this book is irreplaceable is in the set, I read it from cover to cover. The magic must be in the drawings, because the prose is excruciatingly dry. There is no coverage of these small balconies and small patios that are found in many West Coast buildings, as well as everything about welding symbols. It's not a standalone book, you do not know anything about
construction as I had to I had read forward to Alan and Yana to fully understand what Ching was saying. The place where this book is irreplaceable is in the completeness, diversity and perfection of the drawings. The situation is similar to that of studying human anatomy when you have a book with clear, color-coded diagrams of all parts and their systems;
then, when you see an actual picture of a kidney and its cross-section, you know what it is. Some of the text seems almost verbatim from Allen &amp;Iano, but the water and electrical sections and HVAC systems are better than allen &amp;iano's treatment and really summed things up well. Suggestions for information to ask suppliers for is also a convenient
time saving. ... It's hands down the most practical-informative book I've ever read (although it's not something you read the cover to the cover!). Very clear illustrations help to visualize the construction of a building from locating the right object, to installing solar panels and casting their own concrete slabs. It's hands down the most practical-informative book
I've ever read (although it's not something you read the cover to the cover!). Very clear illustrations help to visualize the construction of a building from locating the right object, to installing solar panels and casting their own concrete slabs. ... more This book is an excellent starting point for architects, designers and any interested party in the construction
industry. Unless you're interested in the mechanics of construction technology and have a common understanding of how things go together, it's certainly to miss out. I found this invaluable when he studied for my licensing exams and they kept him in high esteem. This book is an excellent starting point for architects, designers and any interested party in the
construction industry. Unless you're interested in the mechanics of construction technology and have a common understanding of how things go together, it's certainly to miss out. I found this invaluable when he studied for my licensing exams and they kept him in high esteem. ... a really good resource to see how building the building is both a simple and
very complex process. The illustrations and text documenting the different phases and different requirements for safe and secure home construction are very indicative. This is a reference book, so there is no history or prose to consider, and the collective education offered by the pages is very clear and concise. This is the first book of reference on my shelf.
I prefer the second addition - but everything is very useful. Very clear illustrations. Good overview of construction. I'm full of tabs and very worn out. There should be for architects and Architecture This is the first go to the book for reference on my shelf. I prefer the second addition - but everything is very useful. Very clear illustrations. Good overview of
construction. My spear is full of tabs and very worn. And there should be for architects and architecture students ... more Meu companheiro de terramenti ate enega :) Useful! Still on the shelf of work This book is huge and has a lot of information. in it. The most useful guide I have used in my architectural career/university education so far. How to build
something. It's an amazing illustration. This book is the bible for every design project. Such an incredible and indispensable tool. Excellent refraction, and I find the graphics striking. I've opened this book twice before. I'il let you know if it gets more useful in the future. this my only truth building the Bible. I learned that I beam is actually w beam. W stands for
WIDE and refers to the flange size. Flange W Beam is wider that original steel S Beam.You are fascinated? #1's visual guide to building building principles, updated with the latest materials, methods and systems Over four decades, Building Construction Illustrated is a leading visual guide to the principles of building construction. Filled with rich illustrations
and content in depth by the famous author Francis D.K. Ching, it offers students and practitioners the information needed to understand concepts in residential and commercial construction, architecture, and structural engineering. This sixth edition of Building Construction Illustrated has been revised all the time to reflect the latest developments in the design,
materials and systems of buildings, including sustainable design, diagrids, modular foundation systems, intelligent façade systems, lighting sources, solid wood materials, etc. It features new illustrations and up-to-date information on sustainability and green buildings, insulation materials and fire-besieged walls and floor mountings. This is respected, the
industry standards guide remains just as relevant as it is providing the latest standards requirements, including IBC, LEED and CSI MasterFormat. This sixth edition: A leading illustrated guide to building the foundations of construction, written and detailed in frank ching's signature, illustrative style Includes all new sections for sustainable design;
diaggregations; modular foundation systems; types and systems for smart façades; sources and lighting systems; and materials of mass timber, cross-laminated timber (CLT) and wood (NLT), revised to reflect the latest updates to code and standards requirements: 2018 International Building Code (IBC), LEED v4 and CSI MasterFormat 2018 includes
updated sustainability and green buildings; insulating materials; use of staircases; stoves and inserts; and fire-straining installation and floor mountings Offers Access to the instructor's manual with review of building construction issues Illustrated, Sixth Edition is an excellent book for students in architecture, civil-constructive engineering, construction
management, as well as interior projects. Ching communicates these basic principles of building in a way that resonates with those who start their education and those who do well in their careers, who want to clear themselves up on the ground. Building Construction Illustrated is a reliable, lifelong guide who practises architects, engineers, construction
managers and interior designers, will turn to over and over again throughout his career. Excerpt : (PDF) Excerpt : (PDF) Download Product Flyer Download Product Flyer is to download pdf in a new section. It's a false description. Download Product Flyer is to download pdf in a new section. It's a false description. Download Product Flyer is to download pdf in
a new section. It's a false description. Download Product Flyer is to download pdf in a new section. It's a false description. Rent college textbooks at our lowest prices. Willy Tank top gives you the opportunity to keep a textbook for a period of 130 days. The classic visual guide to the foundations of building construction, now with a 3D digital construction model
for interactive learning For more than three decades, Building Construction Illustrated offers an outstanding representation of the principles of building construction. This new edition of the revered classic remains as relevant as ever, providing the latest information in the signature style of Francis D.K. Ching. The rich and comprehensive approach of the
building clearly presents all the main concepts that underpin construction. The new ones in this edition are the digital improvements that are available as an online companion of the print edition and are also embedded in electronic editions. Features include a 3D model showing how building components are merged into one final project. warm with clear and
accurate drawings that present the state of the art in construction processes and materials Updated and revised to include the latest knowledge of sustainability, inclusion of building systems, and use of new materials Contains archetypal drawings that offer clear inspiration for designers and compilers Reflects 2012 International Building Codes and 2012
LEED System This new edition of Construction Illustrated remains so relevant , as it once was, with state-of-the-art knowledge presented in a rich and comprehensive way that did not disappoint. Request permission for reuse of content from this site Preface1 building 2 Building 3 Foundation Systems 4 Flooring Systems 5 Wall Systems 6 Roof systems 6
THERMAL PROTECTION 8 DOORS &amp;gt; WINDOWS 9 Special construction 11 Mechanical &amp;gt; ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 12 NOTES ON MATERIALS APPLICATION Index Index
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